
 

Options for Spray gun connections to Air or Nitrogen in a facility 

There are a total of six (Six) different connection configurations that are possible to connect our 

Spray gun at a facility. When looking to connect to a facility supply it is necessary to determine 

what will be the source of the gas (Air or Nitrogen). 

The department using the spray gun should not be utilizing sources within the facility that are 

being connected to patient outlets. While you will not directly know where the source of the gas 

is being supplied, it is a good question to ask to help insure your facility is not violating 

standards in place to protect their patients. 

 

Different supply source configurations. 

Instrument Air:  

There are three ways to connect to an Instrument Air source.  

 The hose for the Spray gun should be fitted with a DISS (Diameter Index Safety System) 

fitting. This is a connection that is specific to a gas type and cannot be interchanged and 

connected to a different gas or vacuum source. The Air DISS fitting should be color 

coded Yellow (for Air) where it is threaded to the female fitting at the wall or outlet of a 

regulator and the other end is a ¼” barb fitting where our hose connects and is attached 

with a hose clamp or equivalent.  

 The first way to connect our gun to the air source is from a wall connection located within 

the department. The connection will have a female DISS fitting and from there we can 

connect directly to the wall connection with our hose connection. The customer will be 

provided 55psi of air from the wall and the only method of controlling the pressure is 

through the trigger on the spray gun. For the customer to be able to accurately control 

the pressure being discharged a regulator should be utilized. This will allow them to set a 

pressure and when the gun trigger is fully depressed, the pressure set is delivered. 

Many instrument IFU’s have a maximum permissible pressure that can be used on their 

instrumentation before damage can occur. 

 The second and third methods both connect a regulator to a tank. There are two 

different tank connection options and both require the use of a pressure regulator. The 

main difference between the two options is how the regulator connects to the tank.  

o The first connects over a rectangular head on the tank and is pin indexed for the 

regulator assembly to be attached. 

o The second type is a DISS fitting nut that mates with the female DISS connection 

on the tank. 

 For both of the tank options, there are two gauges, the first is the pressure in the tank 

(2000psi - 2600psi) and the second gauge is the output pressure that the customer can 

adjust and regulate. The discharge fitting on the regulator is the same fitting found on a 

wall connection so the standard fitting discussed earlier that the hose end connects to. 



 

Nitrogen: 

There are also three ways to connect to a Nitrogen Gas source.  

 The hose for the Spray gun should be fitted with a Nitrogen DISS (Diameter Index Safety 

System) fitting. This is a connection that is specific to a gas type and cannot be 

interchanged and connected to a different gas or vacuum source. The Nitrogen DISS 

fitting should be color coded Black (for Nitrogen) where it is threaded to the female fitting 

at outlet of a regulator and the other end is a ¼” barb fitting where our hose connects 

and is attached with a hose clamp or equivalent.  

 The first way to connect our gun to the Nitrogen source is from a wall connection located 

within the department. The connection will have a female DISS fitting. A nitrogen 

regulator will be needed as the pressure provided from a hospital supplied connection 

will need regulated to allow the customer to accurately control the pressure being 

discharged. This will allow them to set a pressure and when the gun trigger is fully 

depressed, the set pressure is delivered. Many instrument IFU’s have a maximum 

permissible pressure that can be used on their instrumentation before damage can 

occur. 

 The second and third methods both connect a regulator to a tank. There are two 

different tank connection options and both require the use of a pressure regulator. The 

main difference between the two options is how the regulator connects to the tank.  

o The first connects over a rectangular head on the tank and is pin indexed for the 

regulator assembly to be attached. 

o The second type is a DISS fitting nut that mates with the female DISS connection 

on the tank. 

 For both of the tank options, there are two gauges, the first is the pressure in the tank 

(200psi – 2600psi) and the second gauge is the output pressure that the customer can 

adjust and regulate. The discharge fitting on the regulator is the same fitting found on a 

wall connection so the standard fitting discussed earlier that the hose end connects to 

can be attached to the female connection at the outlet of the regulator. 

 

The last page of this document contains links to the catalog and specific pages from WT Farley, 

a vendor where the DISS Fitting and Regulators can be purchased. While it is not Healthmark’s 

responsibility to provide this solution, the information can be shared with the customer if their 

Biomed or Facilities department is unable or unwilling to assist. This is not the only vendor that 

provides these products. Please feel free to utilize any other source and vendor to provide the 

solutions needed. 

 

There are many sources and regulations that can impact what and how medical gasses are 

used within a facility. These suggestions are the most common but are by no means exhaustive. 

It is important that the facility take the time to make sure they research follow their own local 

regulations. 



 

 

 

 

Link to WT Farley Web Page: 

http://www.wtfarley.com/ 

 

Link to WT Farley Inc Catalog: 

http://www.journalgraphicsdigitalpublications.com/epubs/W%20T%20FARLEY%20INC/WTFarle

yCatalog-2015/#?page=0 

 

Link to Air Regulators: 

http://www.journalgraphicsdigitalpublications.com/epubs/W%20T%20FARLEY%20INC/WTFarle

yCatalog-2015/#?page=16 

 

Link to Nitrogen Regulators: 

http://www.journalgraphicsdigitalpublications.com/epubs/W%20T%20FARLEY%20INC/WTFarle

yCatalog-2015/#?page=18 

 

Link to Couplers and Quick Connects (For both Air and Nitrogen) 

http://www.journalgraphicsdigitalpublications.com/epubs/W%20T%20FARLEY%20INC/WTFarle

yCatalog-2015/#?page=30 

 

Link to DISS Male and Female Fittings: 

http://www.journalgraphicsdigitalpublications.com/epubs/W%20T%20FARLEY%20INC/WTFarle

yCatalog-2015/#?page=32 
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Cylinder Sizes, volumes and pressures for common gasses: 

 

 


